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SUMMARY OF THE EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENTS PRESENTED 
An overview of the evidence and the Charged Party’s background 

 The disciplinary hearing lasted two hours on December 15, 2020.  The Charging 
Party’s only witness was its Advocate, Ryan Connors.  The Charged Party, Samir Zeine, 
testified, as did Charlotte Miller for the Charged Party. 

 No new documentary evidence was presented during the hearing.   

 The Advocate relied on the deal analysis and other statements in his prehearing 
disclosure.  He described Mr. Zeine as “a skilled bridge player with over 50 years of 
experience.  He has represented Jordan in six world events and played in premier 
contests, such as the Cavendish Invitational.  The ACBL awarded him 8,000 eligibility 
points when he moved to District 12 to reflect this experience.  He is also a bridge teacher 
and club director.” 

 The Advocate focused on Bridge Base Online (“BBO”) sessions played by Mr. 
Zeine (samzeine on BBO; “SZ” hereafter) and Zaka Masri (zak10 on BBO; “ZM” 
hereafter).  The Advocate described ZM as a resident of Jordan and not an ACBL 
member.  SZ described ZM as a 76-year-old who began learning bridge after turning 70.  
He is an inexperienced “C” player who likes to bid and double and plays few 
conventions.  SZ said that ZM paid his nominal table fees in their BBO sessions. 

 According to the Advocate, this partnership played on BBO between February 12, 
2020 and June 12, 2020, when BBO banned them.1  They typically played “two BBO 
Speedball games and one 18-board game daily.”  According to SZ, who moved to Detroit 
from Jordan three years ago, he usually played with ZM in the morning due to the time 
difference with Jordan. 

 The Advocate drew the Panel’s attention to three aspects of the evidence, (1) a 
snapshot of the partnership’s last 30 sessions, (2) selected deals from five sessions, and 
(3) their use of penalty doubles.  This evidence arose from to two different time periods 
that only overlapped by one day, May 29.   

Scores from the 30 most recent sesions 

 Looking at the partnership’s 30 most recent BBO sessions between May 29 and 
June 12, in eleven 18-board matchpoint games they averaged 60.38% with highs of 
74.72% and 70.01% and only two below average (49.94% and 48.67%), in ten 12-board 
speedball matchpoint games they averaged 54.43% with highs of 62.33% and 61.49% 
and only two below average (47.44% and 46.13%), and in nine 12-board speedball IMP 
games they averaged +19.8 IMPs with highs of +41.89 and +39.14 and only two with 
negative totals (-1.53 and -4.7).   

 
1   All subsequent dates are from 2020. 
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Successful penalty doubles 

 Also looking at the 30 most recent BBO sessions between May 29 and June 12, 
the Advocate alleged that 23 of their 27 penalty doubles were successful.2  The Advocate 
presented evidence of only two of these successful penalty doubles from this time period, 
2275 113 on May 29 and 8945 4 on June 2, and three from earlier sessions, 8898 13 on 
May 24, 4459 8 on May 27, and 2025 8 on May 28.  The Advocate also detailed all four 
of the unsuccessful penalty doubles during this time period, 2277 11 on May 29, 8954 5 
on June 2, 8871 15 on June 6, and 5880 3 on June 12.   

The questioned deals 

 To prove the charge that “Mr. Zeine and his partner made numerous bids, leads, 
and defensive plays between May and June, 2020, that were consistent with cheating by 
exchanging unauthorized information,” the Advocate relied primarily on 26 deals 
selected from the following BBO sessions:  six of the 18 boards from a 76.26% session 
(#8898) played on May 24; four of the 12 boards from a -15.74 IMP session (#4459) 
played on May 27; five of the 18 boards from a 71.27% session (#2025) played on May 
28; and twelve of the 30 boards played on May 29, four from a 12-board 45.63% session 
(#2275) and eight from an 18-board 70.01% session (#2281).  The Advocate presented 
BBO movie links to all 78 boards played during these five sessions. 

 In rebuttal disclosure, the Advocate presented nine additional boards, one from 
June 1, one from June 7, one from June 9, five from two sessions on June 11, and one 
from June 12.  Deal and auction diagrams were presented for all nine boards.  BBO 
movie links were provided for seven of them (excepting June 7 and 9).  The complete 
session links were provided for none of them. 

 Of the 26 initial boards, the Advocate questioned the bidding on thirteen of them 
(namely 8898 4, 8, 9, and 15; 4459 2; 2025 1, 3, and 10; 2275 1; and 2281 3, 5, 8, and 
18), the defenses on eight of them (4459 1, 6, and 8; 2275 8 and 11; and 2281 7, 11, and 
15), and both aspects on five of them (8898 3 and 13; 2025 8; 2275 10; and 2281 9).  At 
the hearing, encouraged by the Chair and the Advisor not to recite all the written 
disclosure, the Advocate discussed the following 22 boards in chronological order:  8898 
3, 4, 8, 9, 13, and 15; 4459 1, 2, 6, and 8; 2025 3 and 8 (bypassing 1 and 10); 2275 1 and 
11 (bypassing 8 and 10); and 2281 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 15, and 18. 

 Though the Advocate reviewed the deals chronologically, this report will group 
them according to what was questioned, the auction, the defense, or both.  While 
providing the BBO movie links to all 26 deals, this report will not set out each deal, 
instead focusing on deals the Advocate or the Panel identified as of particular interest. 

 
2   This report will adopt the shorthand of 2275 11 to refer to board 11 of BBO session #2275. 
3  For the reader’s convenience, BBO movie links are provided for specifically listed boards. 

https://tinyurl.com/Game2275-Board11
https://tinyurl.com/Game8945-Board4
https://tinyurl.com/Game8898-Board13
https://tinyurl.com/Game4459-Board8
https://tinyurl.com/Game2025-Board8
https://tinyurl.com/Game2277-Board11
https://tinyurl.com/Game8954-Board5
https://tinyurl.com/Game8871-Board15
https://tinyurl.com/Game5880-Board3
https://tinyurl.com/Game8898-Board3
https://tinyurl.com/Game8898-Board4
https://tinyurl.com/Game8898-Board8
https://tinyurl.com/Game8898-Board9
https://tinyurl.com/Game8898-Board13
https://tinyurl.com/Game8898-Board15
https://tinyurl.com/Game4459-Board1
https://tinyurl.com/Game4459-Board2
https://tinyurl.com/Game4459-Board6
https://tinyurl.com/Game4459-Board8
https://tinyurl.com/Game2025-Board3
https://tinyurl.com/Game2025-Board8
https://tinyurl.com/Game2025-Board1
https://tinyurl.com/Game2025-Board10
https://tinyurl.com/Game2275-Board1
https://tinyurl.com/Game2275-Board11
https://tinyurl.com/Game2275-Board8
https://tinyurl.com/Game2275-Board10
https://tinyurl.com/Game2281-Board3
https://tinyurl.com/Game2281-Board5
https://tinyurl.com/Game2281-Board7
https://tinyurl.com/Game2281-Board8
https://tinyurl.com/Game2281-Board9
https://tinyurl.com/Game2281-Board11
https://tinyurl.com/Game2281-Board15
https://tinyurl.com/Game2281-Board18
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Questioned bidding and defense 

 The Advocate questioned the bidding and defense on the first board 
chronologically out of the 26 selected. 

8898 3 

 
Movie link 

 ZM made a light vulnerable takeout double and SZ chose to bid his long ♣ suit 
rather than his strong ♠ suit.  It turned out ZM did not have four ♠s.  ZM elected to 
compete to the 4 level, pushing the opponents up and SZ refrained from doubling despite 
his ♠ holding and his partner’s aggressive bidding.  ZM then found a ♠ lead to his 
partner’s unbid strength instead of leading his solid ♣ sequence. 

 SZ explained that his partner did not lead ♣s because it was likely from the 
bidding that one of the opponents was void. 

https://www.bridgebase.com/tools/handviewer.html?bbo=y&lin=pn|robo2020,samzeine,Orioles1,zak10|st%7C%7Cmd%7C1S246H346TD2459ACA%2CS7QKAH78DTJC24679%2CS35JH259JKAD67C5K%2C%7Crh%7C%7Cah%7CBoard%203%7Csv%7Ce%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C1H%7Cmb%7Cd%7Cmb%7Cr%7Cmb%7C3C%7Cmb%7C3H%7Cmb%7C4C%7Cmb%7C4H%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cpc%7CST%7Cpc%7CS2%7Cpc%7CSQ%7Cpc%7CS3%7Cpc%7CSK%7Cpc%7CS5%7Cpc%7CS8%7Cpc%7CS4%7Cpc%7CSA%7Cpc%7CSJ%7Cpc%7CS9%7Cpc%7CS6%7Cpc%7CDJ%7Cpc%7CD6%7Cpc%7CD3%7Cpc%7CDA%7Cpc%7CH3%7Cpc%7CH7%7Cpc%7CHA%7Cpc%7CHQ%7Cpc%7CHK%7Cpc%7CC3%7Cpc%7CH4%7Cpc%7CH8%7Cmc%7C9%7C
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8898 13 

 
Movie link 

 The Advocate considered the bidding and defense remarkable on 8898 13 in 
several respects.  First is SZ’s vulnerable free 5♦ bid.  Second is ZM’s restraint in not 
raising ♦s.  Third is SZ making a penalty double. 

 In defending 5♠s doubled, ZM cashed 2 ♥s and then played his ♣ K.4 

 In prehearing disclosure, SZ explained his 5♦ bid as a psych and said he always 
intended to retreat to ♥s if doubled.  At the hearing he explained that he assumed his 
partner had a strong hand because S was preempting and thought his partner might be too 
afraid to act.  When a panelist asked why he did not bid ♣s instead of ♦s, he 
acknowledged that he could have.  He couldn’t really explain why he bid and said he 
would not have with a better partner. 

 
4   Using standard bridge notation, A=Ace, K=King, Q=Queen,  J=Jack, and T=10. 

https://www.bridgebase.com/tools/handviewer.html?bbo=y&lin=pn|canon55,samzeine,pbf001,zak10|st%7C%7Cmd%7C3S2478TJH7JDQKC247%2CS3H458D47TJC589TQ%2CS569KAH269D5C36JA%2C%7Crh%7C%7Cah%7CBoard%2013%7Csv%7Cb%7Cmb%7C1S%7Cmb%7C2H%7Cmb%7C4S%7Cmb%7C5D%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C5S%7Cmb%7Cd%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cpc%7CHA%7Cpc%7CH7%7Cpc%7CH4%7Cpc%7CH6%7Cpc%7CHK%7Cpc%7CHJ%7Cpc%7CH5%7Cpc%7CH9%7Cpc%7CCK%7Cpc%7CC2%7Cpc%7CC8%7Cpc%7CCA%7Cpc%7CSA%7Cpc%7CSQ%7Cpc%7CS8%7Cpc%7CS3%7Cpc%7CH2%7Cpc%7CH3%7Cpc%7CSJ%7Cpc%7CH8%7Cpc%7CDQ%7Cpc%7CD7%7Cpc%7CD5%7Cpc%7CDA%7Cpc%7CD2%7Cpc%7CDK%7Cpc%7CD4%7Cpc%7CC6%7Cpc%7CC4%7Cpc%7CCQ%7Cpc%7CC3%7Cpc%7CD3%7Cpc%7CCT%7Cpc%7CCJ%7Cpc%7CD6%7Cpc%7CC7%7Cmc%7C9%7C
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2025 8 

 
Movie link 

 In terms of the auction, the Advocate questioned why SZ bid 1NT instead of 1♥ 
after the ♦ overcall.  ZM’s double of 1♥ was alerted and explained as showing the other 
major, a suit SZ had presumably denied already. 

 In terms of the defense, ZM led the ♣ A, and seeing SZ’s 5, continued with the ♣ 2 
instead of the Q, but this did not cost as SZ and not declarer held the ♣ K. 

 SZ explained that he bid 1NT because he didn’t notice he was holding 5 ♥s. 

https://www.bridgebase.com/tools/handviewer.html?bbo=y&lin=pn|JKJbridge,zak10,dmarchal27,samzeine|st%7C%7Cmd%7C2S258H67JQAD456TC8%2CS36JAHKD378C26JQA%2CS47TKH38D9JQKC479%2C%7Crh%7C%7Cah%7CBoard%208%7Csv%7Co%7Cmb%7C1C%7Cmb%7C1D%7Cmb%7C1N%7Cmb%7C2H%7Cmb%7Cd%7Can%7COther%20major%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cpc%7CCA%7Cpc%7CC4%7Cpc%7CC5%7Cpc%7CC8%7Cpc%7CC2%7Cpc%7CC7%7Cpc%7CCK%7Cpc%7CH6%7Cpc%7CD4%7Cpc%7CD3%7Cpc%7CDK%7Cpc%7CDA%7Cpc%7CCT%7Cpc%7CH7%7Cpc%7CC6%7Cpc%7CC9%7Cpc%7CD5%7Cpc%7CD7%7Cpc%7CDQ%7Cpc%7CD2%7Cpc%7CH3%7Cpc%7CH2%7Cpc%7CHJ%7Cpc%7CHK%7Cpc%7CS3%7Cpc%7CS4%7Cpc%7CSQ%7Cpc%7CS8%7Cpc%7CS9%7Cpc%7CS2%7Cpc%7CSA%7Cpc%7CS7%7Cpc%7CS6%7Cpc%7CSK%7Cpc%7CH4%7Cpc%7CS5%7Cpc%7CH5%7Cpc%7CHQ%7Cpc%7CD8%7Cpc%7CH8%7Cpc%7CHA%7Cpc%7CCJ%7Cpc%7CST%7Cpc%7CH9%7Cpc%7CD6%7Cpc%7CSJ%7Cpc%7CDJ%7Cpc%7CHT%7Cpc%7CC3%7Cpc%7CDT%7Cpc%7CCQ%7Cpc%7CD9%7C
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2281 9 

 
Movie link 

 On this hand, SZ opened a light 1♦ at unfavorable vulnerability, and in response to 
a negative double, over a splinter in support of ♠s he bid 5♦ with his 5-card suit.  The 
opponents took the push. 

 In defending the hand, ZM did not lead a ♦ or the ♥ A.  Instead, he led the ♥ 2 to 
SZ’s K, and now SZ cashed the ♦ A before returning the ♥ J.  ZM did not overtake with 
the A or Q, seemingly realizing SZ had a third ♥. 

  

https://www.bridgebase.com/tools/handviewer.html?bbo=y&lin=pn|spbelding1,zak10,byrdyc,samzeine|st%7C%7Cmd%7C3S26QKAH58D57KC25J%2CS3H267QAD4689C468%2CS457JH39TDJC7TQKA%2C%7Crh%7C%7Cah%7CBoard%209%7Csv%7Ce%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C1D%7Cmb%7C1S%7Cmb%7Cd%7Cmb%7C4D%7Cmb%7C5D%7Cmb%7C5S%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cpc%7CH2%7Cpc%7CH3%7Cpc%7CHK%7Cpc%7CH5%7Cpc%7CDA%7Cpc%7CD5%7Cpc%7CD4%7Cpc%7CDJ%7Cpc%7CHJ%7Cpc%7CH8%7Cpc%7CH6%7Cpc%7CH9%7Cpc%7CH4%7Cpc%7CS2%7Cpc%7CH7%7Cpc%7CHT%7Cpc%7CSA%7Cpc%7CS3%7Cpc%7CS4%7Cpc%7CS8%7Cpc%7CSK%7Cpc%7CD6%7Cpc%7CS5%7Cpc%7CS9%7Cmc%7C10%7C
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Questioned auctions 

 As noted above, this report will not set out all 13 of the auctions that the Advocate 
initially questioned.   

Takeout double responses 

 On three deals apart from 8898 3 above, SZ made interesting responses to his 
partner’s takeout doubles.  SZ offered no specific explanations for the following three 
auctions. 

2025 3 

 
Movie link 

 The diagramed auction speaks for itself.  SZ’s 2♠ response with an opening hand 
to a takeout double is notable.  Nevertheless ZM competed successfully to 5♠. 

https://www.bridgebase.com/tools/handviewer.html?bbo=y&lin=pn|sitbit,zak10,mmmalenka,samzeine|st%7C%7Cmd%7C1S4H25789QKDC3478A%2CS37TQAH4JAD389C2Q%2CS69H6TD247TAC569J%2C%7Crh%7C%7Cah%7CBoard%203%7Csv%7Ce%7Cmb%7C1H%7Cmb%7Cd%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C2S%7Cmb%7C3H%7Cmb%7C4S%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C5C%7Cmb%7C5S%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cpc%7CHK%7Cpc%7CHA%7Cpc%7CHT%7Cpc%7CH3%7Cpc%7CS3%7Cpc%7CS6%7Cpc%7CSK%7Cpc%7CS4%7Cpc%7CS2%7Cpc%7CH2%7Cpc%7CSA%7Cpc%7CS9%7Cpc%7CD3%7Cpc%7CDA%7Cpc%7CDK%7Cpc%7CH5%7Cpc%7CH6%7Cpc%7CS8%7Cpc%7CH7%7Cpc%7CH4%7Cpc%7CDQ%7Cpc%7CH8%7Cpc%7CD9%7Cpc%7CD2%7Cpc%7CS5%7Cpc%7CH9%7Cpc%7CST%7Cpc%7CC5%7Cpc%7CD8%7Cpc%7CDT%7Cpc%7CDJ%7Cpc%7CC3%7Cpc%7CD5%7Cpc%7CC4%7Cpc%7CS7%7Cpc%7CD4%7Cpc%7CC2%7Cpc%7CC6%7Cpc%7CCK%7Cpc%7CCA%7Cpc%7CHQ%7Cpc%7CHJ%7Cpc%7CC9%7Cpc%7CSJ%7Cmc%7C11%7C
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2281 3 

 
Movie link 

 In response to a takeout double of a ♣ opening, SZ eschewed both a natural 1♦ and 
a natural 1♠ response and instead bid 1NT with his stiff ♣K, but his partner had him 
covered in ♣s and they did not miss a ♠ fit. 

https://www.bridgebase.com/tools/handviewer.html?bbo=y&lin=pn|scaplevate,zak10,donatoru,samzeine|st%7C%7Cmd%7C1S3H36KD36JAC36TJQ%2CSQKAH8QD4QKC2459A%2CS56789H24579D8C78%2C%7Crh%7C%7Cah%7CBoard%203%7Csv%7Ce%7Cmb%7C1C%7Cmb%7Cd%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C1N%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C3N%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cpc%7CCQ%7Cpc%7CC2%7Cpc%7CC8%7Cpc%7CCK%7Cpc%7CD2%7Cpc%7CD3%7Cpc%7CDK%7Cpc%7CD8%7Cpc%7CSQ%7Cpc%7CS5%7Cpc%7CS2%7Cpc%7CS3%7Cpc%7CSK%7Cpc%7CS8%7Cpc%7CS4%7Cpc%7CH3%7Cpc%7CSA%7Cpc%7CS6%7Cpc%7CST%7Cpc%7CC3%7Cpc%7CHQ%7Cpc%7CH2%7Cpc%7CHT%7Cpc%7CHK%7Cpc%7CCJ%7Cpc%7CC4%7Cpc%7CC7%7Cpc%7CD5%7Cpc%7CDA%7Cpc%7CD4%7Cpc%7CH4%7Cpc%7CD7%7Cpc%7CD6%7Cpc%7CDQ%7Cpc%7CS9%7Cpc%7CD9%7Cpc%7CCA%7Cpc%7CS7%7Cpc%7CDT%7Cpc%7CC6%7Cpc%7CH8%7Cpc%7CH9%7Cpc%7CHJ%7Cpc%7CH6%7Cpc%7CHA%7Cpc%7CCT%7Cpc%7CC5%7Cpc%7CH5%7Cpc%7CSJ%7Cpc%7CDJ%7Cpc%7CC9%7Cpc%7CH7%7C
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2281 18 

 
Movie link 

 Again SZ bypassed a 4-card major after ZM’s takeout double and again they did 
not miss a ♠ fit.  According to the Advocate, only one other pair out of 166 had the same 
auction. 

 8898 3, the first hand diagramed above, was another instance where SZ did not 
respond to ZM’s takeout double with a 4-card ♠ suit and ZM happened to not hold 4 ♠s. 

https://www.bridgebase.com/tools/handviewer.html?bbo=y&lin=pn|wccgolfer,zak10,emze1600,samzeine|st%7C%7Cmd%7C4S3TKH8KD467TAC27A%2CS68H25TAD5QKC39JK%2CS24JAH3679D3C568T%2C%7Crh%7C%7Cah%7CBoard%2018%7Csv%7Cn%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C1D%7Cmb%7Cd%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C1N%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cpc%7CD6%7Cpc%7CDK%7Cpc%7CD3%7Cpc%7CD2%7Cpc%7CC3%7Cpc%7CC5%7Cpc%7CCQ%7Cpc%7CC2%7Cpc%7CHQ%7Cpc%7CH8%7Cpc%7CH2%7Cpc%7CH3%7Cpc%7CHJ%7Cpc%7CHK%7Cpc%7CHA%7Cpc%7CH6%7Cpc%7CHT%7Cpc%7CH7%7Cpc%7CH4%7Cpc%7CS3%7Cpc%7CDQ%7Cpc%7CS2%7Cpc%7CD8%7Cpc%7CD4%7Cpc%7CS6%7Cpc%7CSA%7Cpc%7CS5%7Cpc%7CST%7Cpc%7CSJ%7Cpc%7CSQ%7Cpc%7CSK%7Cpc%7CS8%7Cpc%7CDA%7Cpc%7CD5%7Cpc%7CC6%7Cpc%7CD9%7Cpc%7CDT%7Cpc%7CC9%7Cpc%7CS4%7Cpc%7CDJ%7Cpc%7CS9%7Cpc%7CC7%7Cpc%7CH5%7Cpc%7CH9%7Cpc%7CS7%7Cpc%7CD7%7Cpc%7CCJ%7Cpc%7CC8%7Cpc%7CC4%7Cpc%7CCA%7Cpc%7CCK%7Cpc%7CCT%7C
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Other auctions 

2281 8 

 
Movie link 

 SZ apparently knew how to find major fits when they existed.  On this hand the 
opponent’s 2♦ cuebid was alerted and explained as showing the black suits.  SZ elected to 
bid his 4-card ♥ suit, finding his partner with 4-card support.  The resulting game contract 
was doomed by the extreme trump split. 

https://www.bridgebase.com/tools/handviewer.html?bbo=y&lin=pn|spbelding1,zak10,byrdyc,samzeine|st%7C%7Cmd%7C2S368H4679TD39C2JK%2CS7AH258KD25JQAC8Q%2CS459JKHD67KC357TA%2C%7Crh%7C%7Cah%7CBoard%208%7Csv%7Co%7Cmb%7C1D%7Cmb%7C2D%21%7Can%7Cclubs%20abd%20spades%7Cmb%7C2H%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C4H%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cpc%7CC2%7Cpc%7CC8%7Cpc%7CCA%7Cpc%7CC4%7Cpc%7CCT%7Cpc%7CC6%7Cpc%7CCK%7Cpc%7CCQ%7Cpc%7CS6%7Cpc%7CSA%7Cpc%7CS4%7Cpc%7CS2%7Cpc%7CH2%7Cpc%7CS5%7Cpc%7CHJ%7Cpc%7CH4%7Cpc%7CC9%7Cpc%7CCJ%7Cpc%7CH5%7Cpc%7CC3%7Cpc%7CH8%7Cpc%7CS9%7Cpc%7CHQ%7Cpc%7CH6%7Cpc%7CDT%7Cpc%7CD3%7Cpc%7CD2%7Cpc%7CDK%7Cpc%7CSK%7Cpc%7CST%7Cpc%7CS8%7Cpc%7CS7%7Cpc%7CSJ%7Cpc%7CSQ%7Cpc%7CS3%7Cpc%7CD5%7Cpc%7CD8%7Cpc%7CD9%7Cpc%7CDA%7Cpc%7CD6%7Cpc%7CDQ%7Cpc%7CD7%7Cpc%7CD4%7Cpc%7CH7%7Cpc%7CH9%7Cpc%7CHK%7Cpc%7CC5%7Cpc%7CH3%7Cpc%7CDJ%7Cpc%7CC7%7Cpc%7CHA%7Cpc%7CHT%7C
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2281 5 

 
Movie link 

 ZM had no difficulty raising SZ’s opening 4♥ call at favorable vulnerability to 6 
despite the potential for several losers in the black suits.  It turned out SZ had both the 
black suits covered. 

https://www.bridgebase.com/tools/handviewer.html?bbo=y&lin=pn|will816,zak10,rhelf1,samzeine|st%7C%7Cmd%7C3SKHD346789QC289JK%2CS489QH2KAD2TAC6TQ%2CS36TH5TD5JKC3457A%2C%7Crh%7C%7Cah%7CBoard%205%7Csv%7Cn%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C4H%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C6H%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cpc%7CD9%7Cpc%7CDT%7Cpc%7CDK%7Cpc%7CH3%7Cpc%7CH4%7Cpc%7CC9%7Cpc%7CHA%7Cpc%7CH5%7Cpc%7CHK%7Cpc%7CHT%7Cpc%7CH7%7Cpc%7CD4%7Cpc%7CDA%7Cpc%7CD5%7Cpc%7CS2%7Cpc%7CD3%7Cpc%7CS4%7Cpc%7CS3%7Cpc%7CSJ%7Cpc%7CSK%7Cpc%7CDQ%7Cpc%7CD2%7Cpc%7CDJ%7Cpc%7CH6%7Cpc%7CSA%7Cpc%7CD6%7Cpc%7CS8%7Cpc%7CS6%7Cpc%7CS5%7Cpc%7CC2%7Cpc%7CSQ%7Cpc%7CST%7Cpc%7CS9%7Cpc%7CC7%7Cpc%7CS7%7Cpc%7CD7%7Cmc%7C12%7C
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4459 2 

 
Movie link 

 ZM made a 2♦ overcall with 18 HCP and SZ found a light 2NT response, enabling 
the pair to get to game. 

  

https://www.bridgebase.com/tools/handviewer.html?bbo=y&lin=pn|amberkin,zak10,tenfer19,samzeine|st%7C%7Cmd%7C4STKH345TKD348KC3A%2CS7QAH7JAD269JQAC6%2CS3689H6D57C45789Q%2C%7Crh%7C%7Cah%7CBoard%202%7Csv%7Cn%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C1H%7Cmb%7C2D%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C2N%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C3N%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cpc%7CHT%7Cpc%7CHJ%7Cpc%7CH6%7Cpc%7CH2%7Cpc%7CD2%7Cpc%7CD7%7Cpc%7CDT%7Cpc%7CDK%7Cpc%7CCA%7Cpc%7CC6%7Cpc%7CC7%7Cpc%7CC2%7Cpc%7CC3%7Cpc%7CS7%7Cpc%7CCQ%7Cpc%7CCK%7Cpc%7CCJ%7Cpc%7CH3%7Cpc%7CSQ%7Cpc%7CC5%7Cpc%7CCT%7Cpc%7CD3%7Cpc%7CH7%7Cpc%7CC4%7Cpc%7CS2%7Cpc%7CST%7Cpc%7CSA%7Cpc%7CS3%7Cmc%7C11%7C
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 SZ explained that he expected the overcall to be sound, so he bid to show values.  
To rebut this assertion the Advocate offered three counterexamples of overcalls that were 
not sound.  One of the three was 7277 11 played on June 11. 

7277 11 

 
Movie link 

 On this occasion, SZ overcalled a 4 level preempt with a shapely 5-count, finding 
his partner with decent support. 

https://tinyurl.com/7277-Board11
https://tinyurl.com/7277-Board11
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8898 9 

 
Movie link 

 The Advocate pointed out that SZ jumped to a small slam without checking for 
either 7NT or a ♠ fit (which did not exist) or a ♦ control.   

 A panelist pointed out 6NT is a poor contract looking at both hands, so the auction 
appears more exculpatory than incriminatory. 

Questioned defenses 

Penalty doubles 

 Two examples of successful penalty doubles have been presented above, 8898 13, 
a penalty double by SZ, and 2025 8, a double by ZM converted to penalty by SZ.   

https://www.bridgebase.com/tools/handviewer.html?bbo=y&lin=pn|gotham,samzeine,gotheater,zak10|st%7C%7Cmd%7C3S56QH459QD35C359J%2CS37KAH6JAD2JQC7TA%2CS289TH37D467TKC48%2C%7Crh%7C%7Cah%7CBoard%209%7Csv%7Ce%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C1C%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C6N%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cpc%7CST%7Cpc%7CSJ%7Cpc%7CSQ%7Cpc%7CSK%7Cpc%7CDQ%7Cpc%7CDK%7Cpc%7CDA%7Cpc%7CD3%7Cpc%7CH2%7Cpc%7CH5%7Cpc%7CHJ%7Cpc%7CH7%7Cpc%7CHA%7Cpc%7CH3%7Cpc%7CH8%7Cpc%7CH4%7Cpc%7CH6%7Cpc%7CC8%7Cpc%7CHK%7Cpc%7CH9%7Cpc%7CC2%7Cpc%7CC3%7Cpc%7CCA%7Cpc%7CC4%7Cpc%7CC7%7Cpc%7CS2%7Cpc%7CCK%7Cpc%7CC5%7Cpc%7CD9%7Cpc%7CD5%7Cpc%7CD2%7Cpc%7CDT%7Cpc%7CS9%7Cpc%7CS4%7Cpc%7CS6%7Cpc%7CSA%7Cpc%7CDJ%7Cpc%7CD4%7Cpc%7CD8%7Cpc%7CS5%7Cpc%7CCT%7Cpc%7CD6%7Cpc%7CCQ%7Cpc%7CC9%7Cpc%7CC6%7Cpc%7CCJ%7Cpc%7CS3%7Cmc%7C10%7C
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2275 11 

 
Movie link 

 SZ found a penalty double despite the powerful auction by opponents, no bidding 
by his partner, and not being on lead.  ZM led the ♣ A and continued with the deuce.  SZ 
cashed his ♥ A and gave ZM a ruff.5   

 SZ offered no explanation for this defense. 

 
5   Had ZM led his stiff ♥, the defense could have collected two ♥ ruffs instead of one. 

https://www.bridgebase.com/tools/handviewer.html?bbo=y&lin=pn|clhun,zak10,fmorgan,samzeine|st%7C%7Cmd%7C1S245JH46JD48C568K%2CS6QH7D2TJKC2349TA%2CS9TKAH3TQKD36ACJQ%2C%7Crh%7C%7Cah%7CBoard%2011%7Csv%7Co%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C1D%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C1S%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C4S%7Cmb%7Cd%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cpc%7CCA%7Cpc%7CCJ%7Cpc%7CC7%7Cpc%7CC5%7Cpc%7CC2%7Cpc%7CCQ%7Cpc%7CS3%7Cpc%7CC6%7Cpc%7CHA%7Cpc%7CH6%7Cpc%7CH7%7Cpc%7CH3%7Cpc%7CH5%7Cpc%7CH4%7Cpc%7CS6%7Cpc%7CHQ%7Cpc%7CC3%7Cpc%7CS9%7Cpc%7CH2%7Cpc%7CC8%7Cpc%7CSA%7Cpc%7CS7%7Cpc%7CS2%7Cpc%7CSQ%7Cpc%7CSK%7Cpc%7CS8%7Cpc%7CS4%7Cpc%7CC4%7Cmc%7C9%7C
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4459 8 

 
Movie link 

 In another strong auction, SZ made a penalty double holding only one sure trick.  
Instead of leading the ♦ A, however, he led the ♦ 4, and ZM played the J instead of K, so 
the opponents collected all the tricks.  The Advocate asserted that ZM must have 
misclicked, because there was no reason to play the J instead of the 9 when declarer 
played the 6 from dummy.  Absent this error, the partnership could have collected 5 ♦ 
tricks. 

 SZ said it was not a misclick but poor judgment by his partner assuming that the 
opener had the ♦ A. 

https://www.bridgebase.com/tools/handviewer.html?bbo=y&lin=pn|mikemunson,zak10,10sbridge,samzeine|st%7C%7Cmd%7C2S7QAH467QAD6TC3QK%2CS359TH359D79JKC25%2CS4JKHTJKD3QC467JA%2C%7Crh%7C%7Cah%7CBoard%208%7Csv%7Co%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C1N%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C6N%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cd%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cpc%7CD4%7Cpc%7CD6%7Cpc%7CDJ%7Cpc%7CDQ%7Cpc%7CC4%7Cpc%7CC8%7Cpc%7CCK%7Cpc%7CC2%7Cpc%7CCQ%7Cpc%7CC5%7Cpc%7CC6%7Cpc%7CC9%7Cpc%7CC3%7Cpc%7CS3%7Cpc%7CCA%7Cpc%7CCT%7Cpc%7CCJ%7Cpc%7CD5%7Cpc%7CDT%7Cmc%7C13%7C
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Another defense 

2281 15 

 
Movie link 

 The Advocate characterized this as a nominee for defense of the year.  It takes 
some study of the entire defense to see it, so the report will proceed trick-by-trick for 
those unable to open the BBO movie. 

1.  ♥ 7 Q A 3 6.  ♠ K 4 2 J 
2.  ♥ 5 T 4 8 7.  ♠ A 7 3 ♦ 4 
3.  ♣ 2 3 K 6 8.  ♣ 4 Q(!) A 9 
4.  ♠ 9 8 5 T 9.  ♦ J 9 3 Q 
5.  ♥ 2 ♣ 5 ♥ J K 10.  ♠ Q 6 ♦ 10 ♣ 7 

https://www.bridgebase.com/tools/handviewer.html?bbo=y&lin=pn|bwire8,zak10,Arlene%20Cur,samzeine|st%7C%7Cmd%7C1S2369H8QD26JC58KA%2CS8JH569JAD49TC69J%2CS5KAH3TKD37KAC247%2C%7Crh%7C%7Cah%7CBoard%2015%7Csv%7Cn%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C1N%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C2C%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C2D%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7C3N%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cmb%7Cp%7Cpc%7CH7%7Cpc%7CHQ%7Cpc%7CHA%7Cpc%7CH3%7Cpc%7CH5%7Cpc%7CHT%7Cpc%7CH4%7Cpc%7CH8%7Cpc%7CC2%7Cpc%7CC3%7Cpc%7CCK%7Cpc%7CC6%7Cpc%7CS9%7Cpc%7CS8%7Cpc%7CS5%7Cpc%7CST%7Cpc%7CH2%7Cpc%7CC5%7Cpc%7CHJ%7Cpc%7CHK%7Cpc%7CSK%7Cpc%7CS4%7Cpc%7CS2%7Cpc%7CSJ%7Cpc%7CSA%7Cpc%7CS7%7Cpc%7CS3%7Cpc%7CD4%7Cpc%7CC4%7Cpc%7CCQ%7Cpc%7CCA%7Cpc%7CC9%7Cpc%7CDJ%7Cpc%7CD9%7Cpc%7CD3%7Cpc%7CDQ%7Cpc%7CSQ%7Cpc%7CS6%7Cpc%7CDT%7Cpc%7CC7%7Cpc%7CCT%7Cpc%7CC8%7Cpc%7CCJ%7Cpc%7CD7%7Cpc%7CH9%7Cpc%7CDK%7Cpc%7CD5%7Cpc%7CD2%7Cpc%7CH6%7Cpc%7CDA%7Cpc%7CD8%7Cpc%7CD6%7C
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At trick 11, SZ led the ♣ T to his partner’s J so MZ could score his last two ♥s, resulting 
in 3NT down 3.6 

Charged Party’s Evidence 

 SZ frankly acknowledged the evidence would look like cheating to a professional 
reviewer.  He said he used to tell ZM that some of his actions like underleading honors 
made it look like they were cheating, but the basic question in this case is the honor of SZ 
and ZM.  SZ elected to contest the charge rather than admitting cheating because they did 
not cheat.  They had no motivation to cheat.  ZM, not being an ACBL member, doesn’t 
earn masterpoints, and SZ doesn’t care about masterpoints.  He just cares about playing 
bridge.  Since he was banned from BBO he has been playing on OKBridge. 

 SZ’s explanation for questionable actions is that ZM was an erratic partner who 
bid what he wanted, argued with SZ, and did not appear to be reading the notes he 
claimed to be taking.  ZM didn’t listen when SZ told him not to make takeout doubles 
with values in the opener’s suit.  SZ bid as he did in order to become the declarer in NT 
when he could and take the contract away from ZM. 

 Their 70% games were flukes.  SZ believes based on skill alone that the best 
players should score 66 to 68%.  He has told beginners that earning 50% is like a 70%. 

 It is far too expensive to call ZM in Jordan, so after their sessions, they 
communicated on Facebook Messenger.  He does not even have the Skype application 
and did not know how to use Zoom before the disciplinary hearing.  He did not use 
Messenger chat during their sessions. 

 Charlotte Miller, SZ’s significant other, testified that she misses bridge a lot 
because she doesn’t play online.  In COVID times, she has been around the house a lot 
and observed SZ playing online.  She never saw him on the telephone while playing, just 
afterwards.   

Arguments 

 The Charging Party’s Advocate argued that the deals spoke for themselves.  ZM 
was not the only one making questionable doubles.  It was equally SZ.  If they were 
always swinging wildly with SZ trying to counter ZM’s erratic bidding, they would have 
as many bad scores as good.  By not trying for major fits, they should have missed a 
number of them and didn’t. 

 SZ argued that he didn’t cheat, he wouldn’t cheat, and he didn’t need to cheat.  He 
loves bridge so much he will keep playing if his 8,000 masterpoints are taken away.  He 
doesn’t play in tournaments anyway.  He just wants to direct and play in his club when he 
can. 

 
6   Declarer doubtless exacerbated this result by attacking the one 7-card suit that didn’t split 3-3. 
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PANEL’S FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS 
 The Panel has carefully reviewed all the evidence in the 78-page hearing packet, 
including the Charging Party’s prehearing disclosure and rebuttal disclosure and the 
Charged Party’s prehearing disclosure, and has considered the testimony of Ryan 
Connors, Samir Zeine, and Charlotte Miller.  The Panel has considered not only the 22 
original deals presented by the Advocate during the disciplinary hearing, but the other 
four deals included in the initial disclosure and the additional deals in the rebuttal 
disclosure. 

 The essential question for the Panel is whether the actions of this partnership can 
be adequately explained as Samir Zeine described them, as the erratic bidding and 
defending of an elderly beginner, Zaka Masri, and the compensatory bidding and 
defending by his expert partner.  The problem with crediting this explanation, as the 
Advocate pointed out, is that consistently anti-field, swingy actions should backfire about 
as often as they succeed.  As the Advocate pointed out, while the partnership’s unusual 
actions did not succeed on every deal7, they achieved a much higher rate of success than 
could be reasonably expected unless the partners had unauthorized information about 
each other’s hands.  The weight of the evidence is more than enough for the Panel to be 
comfortably satisfied that the charge of “Cheating and other Ethical Violations” in 
violation of the then-applicable section 3.20 of the Code of Disciplinary Regulations has 
been sustained. 

 As detailed elsewhere in this hearing report, considering the wide-range of 
discipline (from “90 days Suspension up to Expulsion”) recommended for a category E19 
Ethical Violation under then-applicable Chart 2 in Appendix B of the CDR, the Panel has 
further determined that Samir Zeine’s ACBL membership should be suspended for 18 
months, after which he will be on probation for 6 months.  Also, all the masterpoints he 
has won playing with Zaka Masri on BBO between February 12, 2020 and June 12, 2020 
are forfeited. 

 
7  In addition to the five unsuccessful penalty doubles discussed above and the 4 ♥ in 2281 8 that 
was doomed by a bad trump split, there was 8898 15 from May 24.  SZ initially offered an apparent 
penalty double of a 3♣ rebid following ZM’s preemptive 2♠ bid, but then elected to sacrifice in 5♠s over 
5♦s.  As the Advocate pointed out, looking only at the partnership’s hands, the nonvulnerable sacrifice 
looked reasonable, except for the 5-0 ♣ split. 

https://tinyurl.com/Game8898-Board15



